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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, Internet and VPN network is seeing more popular use by users on the 

network. That is because they can serve the customer need in both the private network 

and more secure data transmission on the network. There are many types of VPN 

network which the user can choose that is the most appropriate type that is compatible 

with their needs. 

Anyway, VPN network has some limitations of usage. The new solution is 

proposed to reduce the limitations of the network. MPLS technology is proposed for use 

on VPN network. When we apply MPLS Technology to VPN Network, it can improve 

routing distribution and quality of services on the network. But a limitation of VPN 

network is about dealing with billing system. The current billing system is based on the 

fixed-rate cost of usage; which is monthly fee or pre-paid billing for a dial-up account 

user. So the new billing system is proposed for reducing the limitation in billing. New 

billing system is based on customer usage. Customer who has high usage will pay more 

than customer who has low usage, while customer is paying the same monthly fee in 

current billing system even if they have low usage. 

The computerized system is developing to help in classifying and analyzing 

customer usage on the network. Some calculation is shown to prove that customer can 

gain the different benefit from the current billing system. It's unfair for a customer who 

has low network usage that he pays at the same rate as a customer who has high network 

usage. Fairness is given by the proposed system because their payment is based on their 

usage. The proposed system is appropriate for customers who have low network usage 
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but it's not appropriate with customer who has high network usage, because their expense 

is increasing. Comparison between the current billing system in VPN network and new 

billing system that is proposed on MPLS VPN network is done. The difference in many 

aspects of the current billing and proposed system is discussed. 

Finally we conclude that this billing system is appropriate for a customer who has 

low network usage than a customer who has high network usage. We can gain more 

benefits from this system such as fairness, full function of network equipment usage and 

can adapt to other IP networks, etc. Finally, recommendation for further research is 

shown in the last chapter. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

Life on the Internet started ages back. Since the first cable was established in 

1858, it has kept growing time by time. Nowadays, it is known and used widely all over 

the world. Because it is fast and easy to communicate with others across the world, so 

every kind of business will have it implemented. From now on, the Internet will spread 

to the small business or even in home use. 

Showing good growth, Internet then has become one kind of business. There are 

many ISPs (Internet Service Provider) established in the last 10 years to provide the 

Internet service to the users. Recently, the billing model of the Internet is divided to two 

types- Prepaid and Monthly Fee. In the Prepaid system, users have to pay for an Internet 

package before use. But in the Monthly Fee system, users can have access to the Internet 

before and pay the fee at the end of the month. 

This thesis presents the study of billing model on MPLS VPN network. The new 

billing model, that is more compatible with MPLS VPN technology, will be proposed. 

Moreover, the new billing model will be another choice for customer who does not use 

high bandwidth. 

This section will show the objective of this thesis. The next one will show the 

expected benefits that we will get from this thesis. Finally, the basics of VPN technology 

will be described. 



1.2 Objective 

The purpose is to study, evaluate and analyze the MPLS VPN Technology billing model 

which is compatible with the rapid change in VPN Technology and compare with the 

current VPN billing model. 

The objectives of this thesis are: 

• To study and analyze the current billing model that applies to the existing VPN 

Technology. 

• To study the new billing model in MPLS VPN network. 

• To improve the current billing method to make it compatible with the MPLS VPN 

network. 

• To compare benefits and limitations of new billing method and the current billing 

method in VPN network. 
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1.3 Expected Benefits 

The expected benefits that we will get from this thesis are 

• To study VPN network and trend of this technology. 

• To study MPLS and MPLS VPN technology. 

• To study Accounting solution for IP network. 

• To study tool for Network Utilization for ISP. 

• To implement Traffic Analyzer on IP Networking. 

• To implement new trend of usage-based Billing. 

• Implementing new model of Accounting Based on BGP/MPLS VPN 
Technology. 

1.4Background of Technology 

Nowadays, Internet and VPN network 1s increasingly important m 

Telecommunication network. The customer wants to keep his data private and more 

secure. While current technology cannot satisfy customer need and in terms of 

technology, they still have limitations that should be improved. So, there are rapid 

changes in VPN technology. MPLS technology is a technology that is applied in VPN 

network. Before discussing the technology of MPLS VPN, the summary of current VPN 

technology is described below, 



1.4.1. What is VPN? 

VPN stands for Virtual Private Network. Basically a VPN is a private network 

that uses a public network to connect to remote sites or users together. In VPN, 

implementation must compose of 

• A main Local Area Network (LAN) that is connected from customer Head office 

to services provider sites; which can be dedicated connection line or can share 

the infrastructure in public Internet services. 

• Remote access connection, which is used by remote users connecting from 

outside to the internal company network via provider network. 

IETF classifies VPN into two models, 

• The First model is based on The Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) 

l'
ubscriber 
Site3 

CPE 

CPE 

Figure 1-1: CPE-VPN model 

CPE-VPN 

VPN Tunnel 
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In Figure I, this CPE-VPN model will utilize equipment, which is located on customer 

sites. It can use both Layer 2 and Layer 3 technologies. 

o Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) 

o Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). IPSec Tunnel. The second 
one is based on Network-Based (NB). 

PP-VPN 

Figure 1-2: PP-VPN model 

PE CPE 

Subscriber 
Site 1 

Figure 2 shows PP-VPN Model. The technologies in Layer 3 that are supported with this 

model can be separated to 2 solutions as below. 

o Virtual Routers is used to route VPN traffic to the remote CPE. 

o MPLS-Based VPNs, based on the RFC 2547bis, use Labels to switch 

VPN traffic between CPEs. 
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The VPN technology that popularly implement in existing network is, 

• PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol) exists m Layer 2 of OSI model. It 

allows PPP connection to tunnel in VPN network. The encapsulation is preload in 

frame before sending across the network. This protocol is associated with 

Microsoft application. 

• L2TP (Layer2 Tunneling Protocol) exists in Layer 2 of OSI model. It is developed 

from L2F (Layer2 Forwarding) protocol, CISCO proprietary, and best feature of 

PPTP to create new standard known as L2TP .The encapsulation is also preloaded 

in frame before sending across the network. 

Figure 1-3: L2TP, PPTP model 

In Figure 3 , a tunnel is created using either L2TP or PPTP to the remote customer site to 

allow access to network resources in the customer site. 

• IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) exists m Layer 3 of OSI model. It is 

implemented in VPN network, which is more strongly concerned with secure data 

transfer. 
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Figure 1-4: IPSec model 
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In Figure 4 , The packet is encapsulated and a secure tunnel is cerated before sending 

across the network. 

Although above VPN Technology is pre-dominant today, this technology still 

encounters many limitations in their own technology. Several problems have been found 

in current VPN technology and can be summarized as following. 

• Same technology must be used at both ends of VPN connection. Different 

technology will be used in different connections. 

• Customer edge router in VPN network must deal with N routing peers, where N 

stands for the number of sites in VPN network. 

• Configuration will be changed when a new site has been added. 

• Class of services can be provided to customer and provider in IP-only layer 2. 

Many VPN solutions proposed is to reduce the limitations of current VPN 

technology. One of the solutions is to apply MPLS technology in VPN network. This 

technology helps us to improve routing dii!tribution and quality of services in VPN 

network. 
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CHAPTER2 

PRINCIPLE OF MPLS VPN 

This chapter will introduce the overview of MPLS VPN technology. It will describe the 

main components of MPLS VPN implementation and the benefits of this technology if 

we apply this to the network and finally, the method with which they communicate 

between each node in MPLS VPN network. 

2.1 Overview of MPLS VPN Technology 

MPLS (Multi-protocol Label Switching) is originally used for traffic engineering 

and quality of services purposes. The implementation of MPLS technology in VPN 

network will mostly be done in the provider VPN. This thesis mainly concerns with 

MPLS Layer-3 VPNs which is described in "RFC 2547". Currently, the new version is 

under development which is referred to 2547bis and known as "BGP/MPLS VPNs". 

The main components ofBGP/MPLS VPN topology is composed of: 

• Customer Edge router; the router at customer site. 

• Provider Edge router; the router at the edge of provider which directly connects to 

customer edge router. 

• Provider router; the core router in service provider cloud network. 

Routing distribution on BGP/MPLS VPN can be described as below : 
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At customer site, the customer edge router will spread their VPN routing 

information to PE router nearby. These routes will then spread this information from one 

PE router to others, which carry the same VPN, via BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) in 

service provider core network. Here LSPs (Label Switching Path) will be used for 

forwarding packets from one PE to others. During forwarding packet, Provider routers do 

not need to know about customer's network in order to perform their label switching 

function. In the same VPN, PE routers will receive routes from other PE and then 

propagate the routes to the CE router, which is connected to them. Hence, the CE will 

also know about the networks in the remote site. Therefore, CE router will not need to 

learn as much routing as in the previous technology. It is good for customer because this 

technology will reduce responsibility on routing configuration and routing management. 

The advantages that can be gained from applying BGP/MPLS VPN technology 

are supporting globally unique IP Address on customer site, address overlap, and VPN 

overlap; one customer can belong to many VPNs. 

Since the BGP/MPLS VPN technology support address overlapping, so VPN 

routing and forwarding table (VRF) will be created on each PE router for this propose. It 

will be used for separating the routers, which belong to different VPNs on PE routers. For 

the sites belong to the same VPN and connect to the PE, a VRF will be created for each 

of them. But if there are multiple sites connecting to the same PE, they will share the 

same VRF table on that PE. And for the sites belong to multiple VPN, they will not share 

the VRF with others but will have their own VRF tables, which include routes from all 

VPNs that they are in. 
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Moreover, when PE routers receive BGP update from their neighbors, they might 

receive conflicting or overlapping routes -route belongs to different VPN. This is another 

problem of address overlapping. Route Distinguisher (RD) is defined to solve the 

addressed problem. It will be assigned to each packet in order to separate routes that 

belong to different VPNs on the BGP receiver side and prevent the BGP process from 

selecting the best route. Hence, the new IP datagram will have 12 octets address. 8 octets 

for Route Distinguisher and 4 octets for IP prefix. A new special 8 octets address family 

is called as VPN-1Pv4 family. 

T~·pe 
Fitld 

2·Byt·:• 
Type- Field 

Ad mini,tmlc•r 
Subfitld 

Assigni:d Numbtr 
Subf~ld 

1).8yt:c• 
\iJ I uc F i<"I d 

Figure 2-1: VPN-1Pv4 Address 

IP·14 Address 
Prefix 

In Figure 2-1 :The 8-byte RD is composed of a 2-byte Type field and a 6-byte Value 

field. The Type field determines the length of the Value field of two sub-fields 

(Administrator and Assigned Number). There are two values defined for the Type field: 0 

and I. 
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• For Type 0, the Administrator sub-field contains 2 bytes and the Assigned 

Number sub-field contains 4 bytes. 

-o Adm field must contains an ASN from IANA(lnternet Assigned Numbers 

Authority) 

o AN field is a number assigned by SP (Service Provider) 

• For Type 1, the Administrator sub-field contains 4 bytes and the Assigned 

Number sub-field contains 2 bytes. 

o Adm field must contains an IP address assigned by IANA (Internet 

Assigned Numbers Authority) 

0 AN field is a number assigned by SP (Service Provider) 

As RD will be assigned to VRF, then every site in the same VPN will have the same RD. 

So all routes of that VPN will have the same distinguisher. Hence, RDs are assigned to 

each VPN uniquely. However, this should not mean that the site belonging to multiple 

VPNs will get multiple RDs. VRFs of the site need only one RD, same as those that are 

members of only one VPN. Hereinafter, we will describe about the way to control the 

advertising of routers. 

As a PE router does not need to accept routes of VPN that it does not carry, so 

BGP extended communities will be here for controlling the distribution of routes within 

the provider's network. The extended community attribute has a Route Target to indicate 

which VPN that the route belongs to. Every customer will have a unique value for this 

attribute assigned. A PE router will check the Route Target value and the VPN that it 

carries. In the PE router, BGP process will verify the Route Target for each advertising 

route. If it has the same as the Route Target value of one of the VPN that it carries, the 
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route will be accepted. Otherwise, the route will be ignored. Then the PE routers will not 

waste their resource for carrying all the routes of all customers VPN. 

This sample scenario can provide more understanding of BGP/MPLS VPN 

technology. 

Figure 2-2: The BGP/MPLS VPN Approach 

In Figure 2-2, Customer A, Site I, lies in both VPN I and VPN 2. The routes are 

advertised from the connected PE router with one RD and two Route Target extended 

community attributes -one for VPN I, the other for VPN 2. The connected PE routers 

also accept routes from the other PE routers, only if the routes have Route Target values 

equal to that value of VPN I or VPN 2. 
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For now, the provider network must have MPLS enabled, and each PE router 

should be capable of reaching any of the other PEs via an LSP. So PE will include the 

MPLS label in the BGP message while advertising a VPN-IPV4 route. And it will also 

set the BGP NEXT HOP to the same as its own address. There are two MPLS labels 

called as outer label and inner label. These two labels will be attached anytime PE 

receives a packet with a destination in a remote site. After the packet has the labels, it 

will then be forwarded to its destination. For each labels has their owns propose. The 

outer label is used to lead the LSP to the BGP NEXT HOP. The inner label is associated 

with that destination. This label also identifies the destination, which was learned 

previously from the BGP update. Then the frame will be sent out through the connected 

port. But PE will do it only if that port is associated with the LSP. The frame will get 

label switched all the way to the remote PE. The outer label will be popped and the inner 

label will be examined on every hop. As the inner label is used for addressing the 

destination but in some cases the route summarization is done on PE, hence, the inner 

label will be used to determine the VRF instead. And it will reach the destination by 

using VRF. 
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CHAPTER3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section presents the literature survey on the topics that are related to this thesis. The first 

survey talks about the tool to set up price when new services is creating, Next is what is the 

networks architecture in the future and finally Internet Billing of department in UNSW that 

apply to their members. 

A tool to set up price when creating new services 191 

This paper presents a way to set up the price for a set of services. When a new service is 

created, it should have a good tool to set up pricing. Cash flow in, cash flow out, cost of 

operation, equilibrium point and expect margin are variables that must be included in this 

tool. A quadratic program is present as a tool in this paper. But some functions and 

complex price structure should be added to this program. 

Building Next Generation Networks 1101 

This paper presentes a unified network architecture that can meet the trend of the 

business objective. Multi-services can be implemented on the network for support 

customer need. Architecture must be opened for multi-vendors. Low investment in 

implementing of new technology if its needed. And more revenue should be gained from 

this architecture. While meeting the business need, network simplification m 

implementation is met too. A unified network architecture is described in this paper. 
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Internet Billing 1111 

This paper describes the introduction of Internet cost of Division of information services, 

UNSW (The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia). UNSW billing the 

member based on connected area. The connected area can be international and domestic. 

The domestic can be internal UNSW usage and outside usage. This billing is intended to 

give fairness and help the user to control their Internet cost. 
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CHAPTER4 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

This chapter describes why the new billing system should be introduced. It will describes 

the current billing system of VPN network and the reason, why we should be proposed 

the new billing system. 

A limitation in current VPNs network that we met is involved with billing method. In 

VPN network, it composes of a main private link connection to Service Provider and the 

other is remote access connection. From VPN network architecture, the current billing 

system of VPN network can be classified as following. 

• Bandwidth Based Billing 

This billing method involves charge based on link bandwidth that connects from 

customer office to service providers. 

• Time Based Billing 

This billing method involves charge based on time based dial up account that will 

be charged per hour of usage. 

• Pre-paid 

Number of access hours is pre-defined in each month. Cost is fixed. 

• Pay per use 

No limited hours of access in each month. Cost is based on number of hours 

which user uses each month. 

For rapid changes in VPN technology, accounting model that is currently used will 

not be compatible with the new one. The other factor is, there are many new services 
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occurnng on IP network, such as VoIP, wireless, streaming services, broadcast media 

services. Currently accounting model is not compatible for the new type of services. Some 

of the new services consume more bandwidth than the normal services that are currently 

used on IP network. Another is difference of user behavior of network usage. This is unfair 

for both customer and ISP. The customer who uses services, which consume more 

bandwidth than others, should pay more. ISP should gain more revenue from customer who 

consumes more bandwidth than others. 

The new accounting model should be implemented in which it is compatible with 

rapid changes in VPN technology, and also can be adopted with several new types of 

services. Finally it should be reasonable for both customer who use the network and the 

Service Provider who provide the services. 

17 



CHAPTERS 

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY 

This section presents tools that we use in implementing the new billing system; how 

the system is works, and finally Graph user Interface of new billing system is shown in the 

last section. 

5.1 Tools 

This billing system is more concerned with Byte transfer billing and services usage

based billing for other billing style is undergoing further development. Billing system is 

composed of computerized system, which is used in classified network traffic flow, 

summarized traffic usage and billing of usage. 

To develop this billing system, tools which are used m developing of this 

computerized system are composed of. 

5.1.1 Traffic Flow Collector System 

The Application that is used as collector of network traffic is CFLOWD Application 

version 2.1. This Application is the traffic flow analysis tool. This application receives the 

data from the routers and keeps it in the buffer before being written into the disk. 

5.1.2 Script Language 

This system is a user-defined programming system. The application language that is used to 

generate programming script is PERL Language which is used to create programming 

script in this computerized system such as translate script, classified script and etc. 
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5.1.3 Database System 

MySQL is the Database System, which is used to keep data of traffic flow, customer 

database and results of the system. Moreover PhPMyAdmin Application is used for 

managing database file. This application helps the administrator or user to maintain and 

manage the database easily. 

5.1.4 Linux O/S 

The proposed system is based on RedHat 7.2. Linux consumes server 's resource less and 

the customized script is easier to develop than Windows based system. So all the above 

applications are based on Linux system. 

5.2 Methodology 

The new billing model that we have proposed, it is divided into four distinct high-level 

modules. The first one is responsible for handling raw data from routers and making it 

available to clients on the local host. We will call it a "Receiving Module". The second one 

is responsible for translating the raw data, separating them for each customer and storing 

them all in the database. This will work as "Translating Module". The third one is 

responsible for calculating data and generating the result as html form. It is called 

"Calculating Module". The last one is responsible for drawing a graph for each result. We 

will name it "Drawing Module". With these four modules, we can get the information from 

network flows. The results will be generated in html form for easy use which will be shown 

later in this chapter. 
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Receiving Module: Basically, the data which is transferred in network cloud will be 

called as network flow. No matter which protocol we use or how big the data we transfer, it 

will be sent in form of flow. The key of the new billing model is to get flows from routers 

and analyze them all. Since routers have this information, then we need to export them from 

routers to our box. In this case, the receiving module is needed. We use CFLOWD[ 121 as our 

daemon to receive the data flows from routers. There are three steps to collect the data 

which are handled by three main programs of CFLOWD. The first program, 

CFLOWDMUX[ 121
, will accept data flow packets and save them in shared memory buffers. 

The flow packets will arrive on UDP sockets. By using shared memory buffers, 

CFLOWDMUX will toggle between two packets buffers when writing packets. So the 

client may read the buffer that is not currently being written. With this toggling process, 

clients can avoid reading a buffer while it is being written by CFLOWDMUX. The second 

program, CFLOWD, is used for watching the shared memory packet buffer and reading a 

packet buffer when it becomes available. CFLOWD does not yet write raw flow data to 

disk. The last program, CFDCOLLECTf' 21
, will be in charge of retrieving data of CFLOWD 

and write to them to disk in AR TS form. And it also releases the shared memory buffers that 

were dumped to disk. The raw data file will be created every 5 minutes. In the other words, 

we will get the collection of 5-minute data. 

Translating Module: The data we get from the Receiving Module is still 

unreadable. This module will translate the raw data file into the readable format. Besides, 

this module will separate data of each customer and store them into the proper tables. To do 

such a thing, it has to connect to the customer database to get some information keys in 

order to separate data. When we have both readable data and customer information, it will 
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check if each flow belongs to which customer. After matching, the usable data will be stored 

in each customer table and the unusable data will be ignored. The raw flow files will be 

flushed after translating to spare the disk space for other packets that keep coming in. Since 

the raw data is created every 5 minutes, so after translating if there is no other raw file left, 

the daemon will go to sleep mode for 5 minutes. 

Calculating Model: After a while we will work with flows, now it is time to 

calculate the existing data, as we desire. Considering to our flow database, each customer 

will have their own table and each tables will have many records. Each record is definitely 

one real flow data. To calculate or query data from tons of records in flow database is not 

wise. We then summarize the flow table everyday. For further use, we summarize flow table 

with two different types. The first type will be summarized by customer port. If that flows 

use the same customer port, they will be added together. But those ports have to be in the 

well-known port table. Otherwise they will be considered as "others" port. The second one 

is based on the pair of IP addresses and port of source and destination. If the flows have the 

same customer port of those fields, they will be added together. By this two-types table, we 

can query the large amount of data efficiently. By now, we have the flow tables that are 

ready to use: In the very last step of this module, it will communicate with the html script 

and then generate the html result for on demand query. 

Drawing Module: Graph is the easiest way to compare the results. That is why this 

module is made for. There are three kinds of graphs that are generated by this module. They 

are Lines, Bars and Pie graph. Lines graph will be drawn in terms of Byte Transfer. Bars 

and Pie graph are for Port Aggregation. All graphs will be created automatically every day 

or on demand manual script. 
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The four main modules provide us the results and necessary information. But by 

modules themselves they cannot show us their results. The graphic user interface then has 

been written for. The rest of this chapter will show the graphic result of the thesis. 
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Translated Script r--------~ 
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Figure 5-1. Data Flow of New Billing System 
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In Figure 5-1, the data flow of the new billing system is shown. Traffic data usage is 

exported from Router to Collector. Translating to readable format, classifying data of 
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each customer, analyzing bases on services port data, summarized data in each day and 

finally shows the results in graphic mode. 
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5.3. Graphic User Interface 

5.3.1 .To access to the server is by using webpage. 

Please type your user name and password 

Site: 203.146.248.242 

Realm MPLS VPN Billing Model 

jJse1 Name 

fassword 

r .Save this password in your password Its! 

OK Cancel 

Figure 5-2: Login Windows 

A login window in Figure 5-2 will show on the screen for starting access 

to the system. User has to enter his username and password. Only the authorized 

person can access the system. 
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5.3.2 when the user passes authorized checking at login windows, the first page 

will show on the screen as following: 

ti!.!> !:;.dit ~iew fAVOflt'e~ !CIOO: jjelp 

· :t) iJ '..11 ~'"'"''h LtJF.vor«> ti!MeJ• ·;,j -.. '.:r J • _J ·if~ 
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Figure 5-3: Home page 

Figure 5-3 shows the first page /home page of the system. There are 3 sections of 

menu on the right frame. 

I . Information Menu: 

"Home" menu is used for jumping back to the first page of system. 

"Customer list" menu shows the list of customers in database. 

"Ratio List" menu shows the cost ratio of each service type. 

"Services List" menu shows the services port which favors use by users in 

the network. 
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2. Administration Menu: 

"Database Admin" menu is used to access to database via PhPMy Admin 

application. 

3. Report Menu: 

"Utilization" is the menu that shows results of the system that 1s the 

summarization of usage and the other details of each customer. 
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5.3.3 Customer list Menu 
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Figure 5-4: Customer List Screen 
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Figure 5-4 shows the details of customers in the database. The shown detail is 

composed of Customer Name, Contact Person, Customer Address, IP address and 

Service Type of usage and so on. The user can only view the list of customers m 

database from this menu. No edit, insert and delete of customer details is allowed on 

this screen. 
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5.3.4 Ratio List Menu 

Next is the list of cost ratio screen. This screen presents the details of pricing 

category that is used in calculating usage cost for each customer. 
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Figure 5-5: Ration List Screen 
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Figure 5-5,shows the cost ratio that is pre-defined in the system, All cost is applied 

into calculation based on services usage of customer . We can adjust or remove the cost 

ratio from the database via database administrator. The details of cost ratio that is shown 

on the screen is composed of Ratio description, Byte Transfer value that is used to 

calculate the cost of usage and finally cost package of each ratio. 
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5.3.5 Services Type Menu 

Figure 5-6, shows the list of services port that are of favorite use and its 

descriptions. This screen will show that what is the services port type that the system 

will classify and show the result on the screen. Services port of usage can be Mail 

services (25), Web Services (80) or FTP Services (20+21) and etc. 
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Figure 5-6: Services list Screen 
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5.3.6 Database Admin Menu 

The main section of this system 1s Database Adm in Menu. This menu is used to 

manage the database via application name called PhpMy Admin , which help us to 

easily create and manage the database file. 
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Figure 5-7: Database Management Screen 
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Figure 5-7 ,presents the main menu of database system, when user is accessing to this 

menu by clicking at database admin menu, next is user selects the database name that 

he wants to access at drop-down list box which is shown on the right side of the 

screen. So all tables in the database will show on the screen as in the Figure 5-7. On 

the main menu of database screen, at the left side of screen, will show the table name, 
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which was there m the database. User can access to these tables by "clicking" the 

mouse at the table name, The main menu of each table will show on the screen. 

5.3.6. I .Customer Table Screen 
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Figure 5-8: Customer Table Screen 

In Figure 5-8 .The Customer Table 1s presented. User can access the Customer 

table by clicking mouse at table name, the big screen on the right will show the 

Customer Table main menu as in Figure 5-8. The customer detail in Customer Table 

is composed of Customer ID, Customer Name, Customer Address, Contact Person, 
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Engineer Name who takes care for each customer, IP address which is now used by 

customer and finally the service type that they will pay for. 

User can view customer list in database by clicking at "open" sub-menu. List of 

customers will show as Figure 5-8.at the right side of screen. Moreover, user can edit 

or delete database record in this table by clicking at "edit" or "delete" button at the 

left side of screen in front of the data record. But for inserting the new customer 

record, they need to click at "insert new record" button, which is below of this screen. 

After inserting the new record into the database or edit the data in the table is 

finished, clicking "OK" button at the bottom of the screen, it completes the edit and 

insert process. 
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5.3.6.2. Connection Details Screen 
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Figure 5-9: Edit Screen of Connection Table 
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In Figure 5-9, Edit screen of Connection Table 1s present. This table shows the 

details of network equipment IP that customer is connected, the Interface Index value 

of interface on network equipment that customer is connected to. User can view list 

of connection information in database by clicking "open" sub-menu. The list of 

connection of each customer will be shown on the screen. 

User can edit or delete database record in the table by clicking "edit" or "delete" 

button at the left side of screen in front of the data record. But for inserting the new 

record, they need to click at "insert new record" button at bottom of this screen. The 

Figure 5-9, shows the edit data screen that will show the details of data in from user 
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to modify or change. After finishing, click "OK" button at the bottom of the screen. It 

will return to the main menu of Connection Table. 

5.3.6.3 Ratio Details Screen 
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Figure 5-10: Edit Screen of Ration Table 

This table keeps the data of Billing Types of each service. The data in this table is 

composed of Billing type description, Number of Byte Transfer that is used as the 

base of each billing type calculation and finally cost of each billing type. 

User can insert the new record of data by clicking at "insert new record" button at 

bottom of main menu of this table screen. Figure 5-10 is used for editing the existing 
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data in the table, when editing is finished, clicking the "OK" button, will complete the 

process. 

5.1.6.7. Services Port Screen 
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Figure 5-11: Services Type Table 

Jn Figure 5-11, shows Services type table. This table keeps details of description 

and numeric number of services port that are of favorite use in the network. All 

services ports in this table will use as a key when the system analyses each traffic 

flow. Figure 5-11 shows the list of service ports in the table. 

Sarne as above, if user wants to insert new record into the database, they need to click 

at "add new record" while they click at "edit" or "delete" button in front of the data 
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record when they want to edit or delete data in the table and click "OK" button when 

they finish editing data. The screen will go back to the main menu page. 
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5.3.6. Utilization Menu 

This section presents the result of the thesis after the computerized system 1s 

finished to classify and analyze traffic flow data of each customer. 

5.3.6. l Customer List Menu 

When user clicks "Utilization" menu, Figure 5-12 will show. On the screen, they 

will show the list of customers and other details, such as customer ID, customer name 

and, etc. This menu is showing the details of network usage of each customer. User 

start to view the result by selecting customer that they want by clicking at Customer 

ID or Customer name. 
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Figure 5-12: Customer list for view of usage 
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5.3.6.2. Customer Details Menu 

Figure 5-13 is showing after customer click at Customer Name or Customer ID on 

this screen. 
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Figure 5-13 shows the four sub-menus on the screen. It is composed of Port 

Aggregation Submenu, Byte Transfer Submenu, Top Talker Submenu and finally Top 

Listener Submenu. Users can select to view the results of program in each detail such 

as, users can views results of daily and monthly report of port aggregation, daily and 

monthly report of byte Transfer and cost of usage. The other is daily and monthly list 

of top talker and top listener. 
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5 .3 .6.3. Daily Report of Port Aggregation Screen 

The first Submenu of results is Daily Port Aggregation menu. User can view daily 

report of port aggregation of selected customer by, specifying the period that they 

want to view by selecting date, month and year at drop-down list box in Port 

Aggregation Section. After that, he clicks at daily button to query the data of 

specified date. The program will query data and show the results as on Figure 5-14. 
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Figure 5-14: Port Aggregation results of each customer in tabular format 

On the screen, result is shown about the details of Byte Transfer per each services 

port of usage. At the same time, the system will show the total Byte Transfer usage of 

both incoming and outgoing in the bottom of the table. The last information that is 
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shown on the table is the cost of usage. The left side is showing the Billing service 

type of customer and the right side is showing the total cost of usage in unit of baht. 

It's calculated from total byte transfer usage and Billing type service of customer. 

5.3.6.3 Daily Report of Port Aggregation Screen (Continues) 
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Otherwise, user can view customer's usage in tabular format. The system presents daily 

graph of usage based on service port aggregation in the Figure 5-15, User can view 

graph by scrolling menu bar at the right side to the bottom of the screen. 
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5.5.6.4. Monthly Report of Port Aggregation Screen 
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Figure 5-16: Monthly report of Port Aggregation 
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In Figure 5-16,shows monthly report of port aggregation screen. User can view 

the summarization of port aggregation usage in each month from above Figure. To 

access Figure 5- I 6, user must specify the month that they want to view the 

summarized data by selecting to month and year at drop-down list box, click at 

"monthly" button on the screen shown in Figure 5-13. After that the system will 

query data and show it on the screen as in Figure 5-16. The system will cumulate the 

service port usage of each day and store into the database. Finally, the system will 
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show the summarized data on the screen of monthly report. Anyway, user can see the 

graph of monthly report at bottom of same screen. 

5.5.6.5. Daily Byte Transfers Screen 

This section presents the other type of information of customer usage. It is daily 

Byte Transfer report. 
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Figure 5-17: Daily summarization of Byte Transfer Format 
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In Figure 5-17 shows the daily report of customer usage without the other details 

such as shown in the report of port aggregation. On the screen, the system will 

summarize total Byte Transfer of Incoming Traffic and Outgoing Traffic on each day 
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and show it in the table and graph view. On the screen, the system will show the 

billing service type of customer at the left side. Cost of usage is calculated and shown 

on the right side, below the table. 

To view daily Byte Transfer of each customer, user needs to specify the period that 

they want to view by selecting date, month and year at drop-down list box, after that, 

clicking at daily button. The program will query data and show the results as screen in 

Figure 5-17. Otherwise, user can view daily usage byte transfer in the graph viewed 

on the same page, by scrolling menu bar at the right side to the bottom of this page. 

5.5.6.6. Monthly Byte Transfer Screen 
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Figure 5-18: Monthly Summarization in Byte Transfer Format 
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The details of data that is shown on Monthly Byte Transfer screen in Figure 5-18 is 

same as details on daily byte transfer report. Monthly Byte Transfer report will show 

the total number of customer usage by summarizing incoming Traffic, outgoing 

Traffic and total number of them. On the screen it will show the list of incoming, 

outgoing byte transfer on each day and total byte transfer is also included. Finally the 

cost of usage is calculated and shown on the screen beside the Billing services type 

description of customer. 

User can view the summarization of Byte Transfer in each month as shown in the 

Figure 5-18. by accessing screen shown in Figure 5-13, in the Byte Transfer section, 

user specifies month that he wants to view the data, by selecting month and year that 

they need at drop-down list box, click at monthly button. System will query data and 

show it on the screen as in Figure 5-18. Graph view is shown at bottom of the same 

page by scrolling menu bar at the right side to go to the bottom of this page. 
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5.5.6.7. Daily Top Talker Summarization Screen 

In this section, the system will show the list of IP addresses on the network that 

communicated with IP of customer and have more of byte transfer. 
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2[13 146.251 6 80 :?02 67 183 8:'. 52528 
203.146.251.6 80 ;:m 107 152.6 47352 
203.146 251.54 1657 203 1D7 133.238 44800 
203. 146.251.6 80 203. 1 l 3.67 37 43582 
203 146.251.2 80 203 144.143 250 43494 
203.146.251.56 0 20:1'1'18,7? l23 42382 

Done Internet 

Figure 5-19: Daily Report of top talker 

Daily Top Talker report is the list of customer IP address, which has many byte 

transfers to the destination IP Address on each day. The list of IP is ranging in 

descending order of Byte Transfer usage. Details that it shows on the screen are 

Customer's IP address, which will show on the left side, services port of usage, 

destination IP address and finally number byte transfer as shown in Figure 5-19. 
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User can view daily Top Talker of customer, by accessing screen shown in Figure 5-

13. After that specify the period that he wants to view by selecting date; month and 

year at drop-down list box in top talker section, next is clicking at daily button. The 

program will query data and show the results as the screen in Figure 5-19. This screen 

will show the details of customer usage deep in each IP Address. User can use view, 

which IP address of customer that has more byte transfer with their peers and what is 

the services type that they talked together. 

5.5.6.8. Monthly Top Talker Screen 
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Figure 5-20: Monthly report of top talker for each customer 
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SL Gabriel's Library, Au 

Monthly Top Talker report presents the customer 's IP address list, which have many 

of byte transfer to the destination IP Address on each month and also the services that 

they used. The IP Address is ranging in descending order of byte Transfer number. As 

show in Figure 5-20. 

User can view Monthly Byte Transfer of customer by accessing to screen shown in 

Figure 5-13, user specifies the period that he wants to view by selecting month and 

year at drop-down list box in Top Talker section, after that click at "monthly" button. 

The program will query data and show the results as the screen in Figure 5-20. User 

can use it to view that which IP address of customer that has highest byte transfer 

with their peers and what is the services type that they talked together each month. 
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5.5.6.9. Daily Top Listener Screen 

In this section, the system will present the list of customer IP addresses that act as the 

listener with the other IP on the network and have more of byte transfer. 
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Figure 5-21: Daily report of top listener of Customer's IP 
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Internet 

Top Listener report will show list of customer's IP address that is listening to other IP 

address that came in to talk with on each day. The system is ranging in descending 

order of byte transfer. It's same as top talker about the details that is shown on the 

screen. It will show Customer's IP at the left side of screen, services port of usage, 

destination and finally, the number of bytes transferred in each communication. 
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User can view daily Top Listener of each customer by accessing the screen shown in 

Figure 5-13, and specifying the period that he wants to view by selecting date, month 

and year at drop-down list box, after that clicking at daily button. The program will 

query data and show the results as the screen in Figure 5-21. User can view then 

which customer IP is listening to other IP address on the network and have many 

Byte Transfers on each day. 

5.5.6.10. Monthly Top Listener Screen 
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Figure 5-22: Monthly report of top listener of Customer's IP 
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Top Listener report will show list of customer's IP address that is listening to other IP 

addresses that come in to talking with in summarized of each month. The system is 

ranging in descending order of byte transfer. It's same as top talker about the details 

that are shown on the screen. It will show Customer's IP at the left side of screen, 

services port of usage, destination and finally, the number of byte transfer in each 

communication 

User can view Monthly Top Listener of each customer by accessing to screen shown 

in Figure 5-13, and specify the period that he wants to view by selecting month and 

year at drop-down list box, after that clicking at "Monthly" button. The program will 

query data and show the results as the screen in Figure 5-22. User can view them 

which customer IP is listening to other IP addresses on the network and have many 

Byte Transfer on each month. 

All the above details in this section show the methodology that we use to classify and 

analyze customer usage data on the network. While we have the tools to classify the 

customer traffic, so we should know how the cost ration comes, we will discuss about 

the result that we get from this computerized system and the suggestion of Byte 

Transfer cost calculation in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 

PRESENTAION AND 

CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

This section presents the discussion of results that we got from our thesis, how to apply 

the new billing system in use and finally the comparison of the existing VPN billing 

model and the new MPLS VPN billing model. 

In the first section, we want to show that many customers on the network show 

different behavior of network usage. So we have bandwidth-based utilization graph of 

two customers shown below. The graph is showing utilization of network use in Daily 

and Monthly graph. 

Bandwidth usage of Customer A 

Customer A 's behavior 

From utilization graph, Customer A has data transfer all the time. It consumes bandwidth 

during daytime and dropping after midnight. The Average usage is 2807 kb/s. 

Daily' Graph (5 Minute Average) 
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'Weekly' Graph (30 Minute Average) 
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Figure 6-1 Daily and weekly Bandwidth utilization graph of Customer A 

Bandwidth usage of Customer B 

Customer B's behavior 

This customer transfers data only in the evening from~ 18:00-24:00. No bandwidth usage 

during daytime period. The Average usage is 1291 kb/s. 

'Daily' Graph (5 Minute Average) 
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Figure 6-2 Daily and weekly Bandwidth utilization graph of Customer B 

From these graphs, both customers use the same services, but they show different 

behavior as we can see from usage graph. However, they have the same monthly fee. So 

for customers, this is unfair for them who use bandwidth periodically. So we are 

concerned with cost that they paid, as shown in the next. 

The different behavior of network usage causes some user unable to gam the same 

profits, while they paid at the same monthly fee rate. For showing the difference of worth 

that they gain from their payment, we have the sample data of network usage of 50 

customers as shown on Table 5-1; Reference data from ISP on August, 2003( 161 

In Table 6-1,shows about network usage of same service's customer. There is 

customer name in the second column and the average of network usage is next. The 

inbound usage data is shown in "C3" and the other is outbound usage data shown in 

"C4". While we have inbound and outbound usage, so we calculate the average usage of 

each customer at a time. The Total Average Byte Transfer is calculated from this 

formula. 
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X =Average Total Byte Transfer (Kbits/s) =Average Inbound (Kbits/s) + 
Average Outbound (Kbits/s) 

The inbound usage is plus with the outbound usage, so the Total Byte Transfer (X) is 

shown in "CS". The Total Byte Transfer that we got this is per minute of Total Byte 

Transfer of each customer in the units of Kilobit/s. as shown in the table 6-1. So we need 

to calculate the Total Byte Transfer of customer on each day by using the formula is, 

Y = byte transfer (Kbits)/month = Total Byte Transfer (Kbits)x60x24x30 

Daily Average Byte Transfer of each customer comes from the value of Average Byte 

Transfer per minute multiplied by 60 minutes. It will get Average Byte Transfer per hour, 

after that we multiply this with 24 hours to translate into unit of day. The result is 

Average Byte Transfer in a day. Next is, we multiply it by 30 days. We will get the 

results of Monthly Average Byte Transfer of each customer that is shown in Table 6-1 . 

Monthly Byte Transfer of each customer will be calculated and put into "Average Byte 

Transfer: Z (Mbits)/month" in "C6". 

Now, we got the Daily Average Byte Transfer of the customer, but the unit is Kilobit. For 

easy understanding, we will change it into the unit of Megabytes by, 

Z=Average Byte Transfer (Mbytes)/m =(Average byte transfer (Kbits/m)/8 )11,000 

From the formula, changing from bit unit to Byte is divided by 8 and divided by 1000 for 

changing from Kilobyte to Megabyte. While we have the Monthly Average Byte Transfer 

of each customer, so we can show that those customers who have different network usage 
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behavior, they are also different in gaining the benefit of network usage, while they pay 

the same rate. 

Suppose that each customer has the same Monthly Fee equal to 6.500 baht/month. 

We multiply the monthly byte transfer of customer by the monthly fee that each customer 

pays. 

Byte Transfer per Baht =Average Byte Transfer per month/6,500 

The result of this calculation is shown in "C8" on Table 6-1. From the results, it implies 

that for same I baht, each customer has different Byte Transfer value, which depends on 

their usage. Customers who pay I baht, but their Average Byte Transfers of data are more 

than the other who pay the same. That cause the difference in benefits that each customer 

can gain from the same rate of monthly fee. 

Unfairness is faced by the customer who has low bandwidth usage as we can see 

from above calculation. So a new Billing System is proposed. This system's billing is 

based on byte transfer of each customer using in the network. So customer who uses low 

bandwidth pays less, while customer who consumes more bandwidth will pay more. This 

is fair for both customer and service provider. 

But there are some issues that we should be concerned about. Byte transfer billing 

is fair for everyone, if we apply this billing method with all 50 sample customers, 

suppose that we charge a rate about I baht per Megabyte. Customer who has low usage 

of network will actually gain benefit from decreasing of the monthly fee. Otherwise 

customer, who has high bandwidth usage, will pay more monthly fee. Actually, that will 
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not attractive to Service Provider to implement this new billing system, because from the 

sample of calculation, mostly of the customers will pay less than the current. Revenue of 

service provider will immediately decrease because the revenue that is gained from low 

usage customer will decrease from the current. This will directly cause more affects to 

the service provider. For customer who has high bandwidth usage, more complaints and 

termination by this group of customers can occur. 

However, we have some suggestions in applying our billing system in use that 

compromises both the service provider and customer; It is more attractive to service 

provider to implement this billing system and also customer still gains the fairness of 

billing. That is, services provider who give services to their customer, should be decide 

what is the target group of customers that they will apply this new billing system to. 

For example, Average of Byte Transfer per month of 50 customers on Table 6-1 , 

"CT' , we select the target group of customers who has Average Byte Transfer of usage 

below 1 Gigabyte per month. From these criteria, we will get about 22 companies as the 

target group customers. So we find the Average Byte transfer of our target group from 

this formula, 

L:';=J Average Byte Transfer (Mbytes) per monthn 
n 

N =Number of customers 

From the formula, we will get, 
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Average Byte Transfer = 7610.0904/22 =345.91 Mbytes/month 

We cumulating the Average Byte Transfer of all customers and dividing by customer 

number, the result is the Average of Byte transfer per month of 22 customers. After that, 

we get the Average Byte transfer of target group. Next is, we will calculate the number of 

Byte transfer per I baht on each month, suppose that we use the same monthly fee as 

above, that is, 6500 baht/m. 

We will get the result as, 

Byte Transfer/1 baht = 345.91/6500=0.05321741 Mbytes 

In above case, we divide the Average Byte Transfer per month by Monthly Fee, so we 

will get the Average of Byte Transfer per I baht. From the result, it implies that I baht 

can transfer data about 0.05321741 Mbytes. After that we use this value to divide the 

Average Byte Transfer per month of each customer that is shown in "C3" on Table 6-2, 

we will get the expense of bandwidth usage per month of each customer in target group 

as shown in "C5" on Table 6-2. 

After we apply the suggested billing method to our target group, we have found 

that 12 customers have decreasing monthly expense of network usage. It implies, that 

54% of the target group has a lower expense than current when we apply the billing 

system to. Most of them are customers who have low bandwidth usage. But customers 

who have high bandwidth usage have more monthly expense of network use than the 
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other. But this issue it depends on service provider, that is which is their target group of 

customer that they can implement this billing system. 

When we consider the result of calculation, we can conclude that the new billing 

system is not appropriate for the customer who has high bandwidth usage. Anyway the 

new billing system is mostly appropriate for the customer who has low bandwidth usage, 

because new billing system is billing based on the customer usage; it's fair for everyone 

who uses the network. However, this new billing system in the propose system, it 

depends on the provider who uses this system. They can gain more benefits in 

appropriate of adaptation. Finally, the supposed variable that we use in the calculation 

will be different for each service provider. It's based on their target group of customers. 

In the last section of this chapter, we show the comparison of the current VPN billing 

system and the new billing system in many aspects. 
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Existing VPN Billing New MPLS VPN Billing 

Flexibility Cost is based on Services Provider Compatible with rapidly change 

expenses and fix rate. of VPN Technology. 

Complexity Cost is fixed and predefined. Need computerized system and 

more skill of administrator in 

implementing the billing system 

Fairness Either high or low network usages, Cost is based on customer's 

Customer are pays the same rate. usage. 

[ Investment Low High 

Table 6-3 Comparison between current VPN billing system and the new billing 

system 

In Table 6-3,shows that, in the aspect of Flexibility, the existing VPN billing has 

less flexibility, their billing is of fixed rate and less of tool support in changing. New 

billing system is based on customer usage. The system will consider deep into the details 

of network usage, so they can adapt to many kinds of network technologies, even if it 

changes. 

But in the aspect of complexity, the new billing system is more complex than the 

existing billing system. The new billing system will need support by computerized 

system and strong skill of network and administrator to implement, maintain and manage 

it. 

Good fairness is seen in the new billing system as we have shown above. The 

billing is based on customer usage, customers who have high usage, will pay more. 

Otherwise, customers who use low of bandwidth, also pay less of the expense. While the 
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existing system, cost is based on the service provider 's expense and pre-defined charge 

rate. Both customers who have high or low of bandwidth usage, they will pay the same 

fixed rate fee. 

Investment cost of new billing system is higher than the existing VPN billing 

system, because new billing system will use the computerized system as main component 

to classify the customer usage on the network, so it needs to invest in high-end hardware 

to handle the huge amount of data on the network. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a new billing system on MPLS VPN network based on 

customer usage while the current billing system is based on monthly fee. When we study 

and observe customer's usage behavior on the network, we have found that customers are 

of various usage types. Some customers have constant and various services usage. 

Another is on demand usage, They will transfer data only at a time that they want. The 

difference of usage types causes the customer not to gain the same profit, while both of 

them have to pay the monthly fee equally. 

New billing system is based on data transfer that the customer used. We suppose to apply 

the new billing system to the customer. It shows that the propose system can achieve 

fairness for both the user and the services provider. Their billing will be based on their 

usage. Customers who have high or low usage will pay according to their uses. Customers 

who have low .network usage will pay less than the fixed rate of current billing system 

because of their less usage. But customer who has high network usage will pay more than 

current payment because they have more network usage. Customers who have low 

network usage can gain more fairness than in the current system. Service Provider will 

gain more revenue from customers who consume more bandwidth. So we can conclude 

that the proposed system is better for customers who have low usage of bandwidth. Their 

monthly fee is decreased from the current. But for customers who have high bandwidth 

usage, their monthly fee will increasing from the current. The proposed system is not 
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appropriate for customers who have high network usage. For this group of customers, the 

current billing system is appropriate for them than the proposed system. 

There are more benefits that we can gain from the propose system. First is the fairness, 

customer who use the VPN network get fairness in billing, service provider can gain more 

money from the user who consumes more bandwidth than others. Next is we will be able 

to fully use function that are already included in network equipment, no additional feature 

is required for the network equipment to enable Flow Export function. The other is this 

system can be adopted to not only in the VPN network; another IP network can also apply 

this system. Finally service provider can use it as a new marketing strategy to attract 

customers to increase their market share. 

Although there are more benefits, but there are limitations that we should be 

concerned about. That is, this system will need a network and Unix skill administrator 

who will implement, maintain and manage this system to work properly. 

7 .2 Recommendations for Further Research 

There are some recommendations that are described for further development of this 

system. First is server's performance.This system is tested on tiny network infrastructure. 

The performance of the server is enough, but if this system is implemented to the actual 

VPN network, such as ISP network, high performance server is needed. The other 

separating the Traffic Flow Collector server from Database server is recommended, for 

handling huge of traffic flow data in the ISP network. Another is the security aspect that 

should be concerned about, because this system is dealing with the data that concerns 

more of the sensitive data such as cost or network usage of each customer, which is 

confidential information of customer, than the system should be installed strictly with 

security that can protect the system from the hacker or criminal. Finally this system is 
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appropriate for and fair to some groups of customers, so the fairness of billing system for 

another group should be further found. 
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APPENDIX A: Abbreviations 

BGP 

CE 

IANA 

L2TP 

L2F 

LAN 

LSP 

MPLS 

PE 

PPP 

PPTP 

RD 

VPN 

VRF 

: Border Gateway Protocol 

: Customer Edge 

: Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 

: Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol 

: Layer 2 Forwarding 

: Local Area Network 

: Label Switching Path 

: Multi-Protocol Label Switching 

: Provider Edge 

: Point-to-Point Protocol 

: Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol 

: Route Distinguisher 

: Virtual Private Network 

: VPN Routing and Forwarding 
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St. Gabriel's Libracy-;Au 

SOURCE CODE: FILTER SCRIPT 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

##################################################### 

#FILENAME : filter # 

#JOB : Separate flow and store in database# 

# LAST UPDATE : 20 July 2003 # 

##################################################### 

##### CALL LIBRARY ##### 

use Mysql; 

usc Cflow qw(:flowvars find); 

usc Date::Calc qw(Delta_Days); 

use FileHandle; 

use File: :Basename; 

#####GLOBAL VARIABLE##### 

$ti I es et "/usr/local/arts/data/flows. *: *[0-9] "; 

#$filter ="/flow/data/filter"; 

$wait = "60"; 

@block; 
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##### CONNECT TO DAT ABASE ##### 

$host = "203.146.248.242"; 

$database= "Thesis"; 

$1 =I; 

my $db= Mysql->Connect ($host, $database, 'kookae', 'kaeadrnin') II die "Cannot connect: 

$Mysql: :db_errstr\n"; 

$db->SelectDB ($database) II die "Cannot connect: $Mysql::db_errstr\n"; 

##### FIND FLOW FILE ##### 

my $udp = getprotobyname('udp'); 

opcn(FILTER, $filter); 

while ($line= <FILTER>) 

if(!($line =~ /#/)) 

@tmp =split(/\./, $line); 

$net "$tmp[O].$tmp[l ].$tmp[2]"; 

push(@block, $net); 
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##### GET & SORT FLOW DAT A ##### 

while (I) 

my @files sort timestamp <${fileset}>; 

if(@files) 

my $file; 

foreach $file (@files) 

my $result find(\&wanted, \&perfi le, "$file"); 

print localtime() . " : Removing file $file ... \n"; 

unlink($file); 

else 

print localtime() . " : Input file not found. Change to sleep mode ... \n"; 

sleep $wait; 

sub timestamp 

$a<=> $b; 
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#####TRANSLATE FLOW AND STORE IN DATABASE##### 

sub wanted 

$eheck $db->Query ("SELECT CustomerID FROM Conneetion WHERE EqIP='$expo1terip' 

AND Intlndex='$input_if"); 

if (@line $cheek->FetchRow()) { $direction= "i"; $customer=$line[O];} 

else 

$check= $db->Query ("SELECT CustomerID FROM Connection WHERE EqIP='$exporterip' 

AND Intlndex='$output_if"); 

if(@line = $check->FetchRow()) { $direetion = "o"; $customer=$line[O];} 

else { $direction= "e"; } 

if($direction eq "i") 

$duration $endtime - $startime; 

($cday, $emonth, $edate, $etime, $eyear) split(/[\s]+/, localtime($endtime)); 

($chour, $eminute, $esecond) split(/:/, $etime); 

$cmonth monthint($emonth); 

$cdatc fi II ( $edate); 

$chour fil1($ehour); 

$eminute fill($eminute); 

$esecond = fill($esecond); 

if ($check $db->Query("INSERT INTO $customer VALUES ('$srcip', '$srcport', '$dstip', 

'$dstpo1t', '$direction', '$protocol', '$bytes', '$eyear-$emonth-$edate $ehour:$eminute:$esecond', 

'$duration')")) {} 

else 
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create($custorner ); 

$check $db->Query("INSERT INTO $customer VALUES ('$srcip', '$srcport', '$dstip', 

'$dstport', '$direction', '$protocol', '$bytes', '$eycar-$ernonth-$edate $ehour:$erninute:$esecond', 

'$duration')"); 

els if ($direction eq "o") 

$duration = $endtime - $startime; 

($eday, $emonth, $edate, $etime, $eyear) = split(/[\s]+/, localtime($endtime)); 

($ehour, $eminute, $esecond) split(/:/, $etime); 

$emonth 

$edate 

$ehour 

monthint($emonth); 

fi11($edate); 

fil1($ehour); 

$eminute = fi11($eminute); 

$esecond = fill($esecond); 

if ($check $db->Query("INSERT INTO $customer VALUES ('$dstip', '$dstport', '$srcip', 

'$srcpmi', '$direction', '$protocol', '$bytes', '$eyear-$emonth-$edate $ehour:$eminute:$esecond', 

'$duration')")) { } 

else 

crcate($customer ); 

$check= $db->Query("INSERT INTO $customer VALUES ('$dstip', '$dstport', '$srcip', 

'$srcport', '$direction', '$protocol', '$bytes', '$eyear-$emonth-$edate $ehour:$eminute:$esecond', 

'$duration')"); 
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sub perfile 

my $file= shift; 

print localtimeO. " : Working on file$ l file} ... \n"; 

#####CHANGE MONTH NAME INTO NUMBER##### 

sub monthint 

my ($a)=@_; 

if ($a eq "Jan") { return "01 "; } 

els if ($a eq "Feb") { return "02"; } 

elsif($a eq "Mar") {return "03"; } 

clsif ($a eq "Apr") { return "04"; } 

els if ($a eq "May") { return "05"; } 

els if ($a eq "Jun") { return "06"; } 

elsif($a eq "Jul") {return "07''; } 

els if ($a eq "Aug") { return "08"; } 

elsif($a eq "Sep") { return "09"; } 

els if ($a eq "Oct") { return "10"; } 

elsif($a eq "Nov") {return "11 "; } 

clsif ($a eq "Dec") {return "12"; } 

##### FILL ZERO ##### 

sub fill 
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my ($a)=@_; 

if ($a eq "O") { return "00"; } 

els if ($a eq "I") { return "O 1 "; } 

elsif ($a eq "2") { return "02"; } 

elsif ($a eq "3") { return "03''; } 

els if ($a cq "4") { return "04"; } 

clsif ($a eq "5") {return "05";} 

els if ($a eq "6") { return "06"; } 

els if ($a eq "7") { return "07''; } 

els if ($a eq "8") { return "08"; } 

elsif ($a eq "9") { return 1109 11
; } 

else { return $a; } 

#####CREATE TABLE##### 

sub create 

my ($a)=@_; 

$check = $db->Query("CREA TE TABLE $a ( CIP varchar( 15 ), CPort varchar(5), NIP varchar( 15), 

NPort varchar(5), IO char(!), Protocol varchar(5), Byte bigint(l 0), End varchar( 19), Duration varchar 

(4))"); 
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SOURCE CODE: SUMMARY SCRIPT 

#1/usr/bin/perl 

############################################# 

# FILENAME : summary # 

#JOB : Summarize customer's tables# 

# LAST UPDATE : 25 August 2003 # 

############################################# 

##### CALL LIBRARY ##### 

use Mysql; 

use FileHandle; 

use File::Basename; 

#####GLOBAL VARIABLE ##### 

$date = $ARGV[O]; 

$customer $ARGV[l]; 

##### CHECK SYNTAX ##### 

if($customer eq '"') 

print "\nUSAGE: summary <nowldate> <customeridlall>\n\n"; 

print "EXAMPLE\n\n"; 
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print "\t# Summarize customer id DDOOl on 2 Jan 2003.\n"; 

print "\t summary 2003-01-02 DDOOl \n\n"; 

print "\t# Summarize customer id DDOOl on the current date.\n": 

print "\t summary now DDOOl\n\n"; 

print "\t# Summarize all customer on the current date.\n": 

print "\t summary now all\n\n"; 

exit(O); 

##### GET DA TE ##### 

if($date eq "now") 

$date = 'date +%d'; 

$month= 'date +%m'; 

$year ='date +%Y'; 

chomp $date; 

' chomp $month; 

chomp $year; 

$date--; 

$date = "$year-$month-$date"; 

#####GET TABLE PREFIX##### 

@element split(/-/, $date); 

$prefix "$element[O]$element[l ]"; 
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##### CONNECT TO DAT ABASE ##### 

$host = "203.146.248.242"; 

$database= "Thesis"; 

$user "kookae"; 

$password "kaeadmin"; 

$I ] · 
' 

my $db Mysql->Connect($host, $database, $user, $password) or die "Cannot connect : 

$Mysql: :db_errstr\n"; 

#####GET CUSTOMER ID LIST##### 

if($customereq "all") 

$check= $db->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer"); 

else 

$check $db->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer WHERE 

CustomerID='$customer'"); 
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#####SUMMARY IF CUSTOMER TABLE EXISTS##### 

while (@line= $check->FetchRow()) 

$sumtable "$prefix$line[O]"; 

$action= $db->Query("CREATE TABLE $sumtable (CIP varchar(l5), CPort varchar(5), NIP 

varchar(l 5), IO char(l ), Protocol varchar(5), Byte bigint(l 0), Date varchar(l 9))"); 

$query $db->Query("SELECT CIP, CPort, NIP, IO, Protocol, SUM(Byte), End FROM $1ine[O] 

WHERE End>"' '$date 00:00:00' AND End<= '$date 23:59:59' GROUP BY CIP, CPort, NIP, IO, 

Protocol"); 

while (@row= $query->FetchRow()) 

@element split(//, $row[6]); 

$date= "$element[O]"; 

$action= $db->Query("INSERT INTO $sumtable VALUES ('$row[O]', '$row[l]', '$row[2]', 

'$row[3]', '$row[4]', '$row[5]', '$date')"); 
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SOURCE CODE: PORT SCRIPT 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

##################################################### 

#FILENAME : port # 

#JOB : Summarize customer's tables by p011 # 

# LAST UPDATE : 25 August 2003 # 

##################################################### 

##### CALL LIBRARY ##### 

use Mysql; 

use FileHandle; 

use File::Basename; 

##### GLOBAL VARIABLE ##### 

$date = $ARGV[O]; 

$customer $ARGY[ 1]; 

##### CHECK SYNTAX ##### 

if($customer eq "") 

print "\nUSAGE : port <nowldate> <customeridlall>\n\n"; 

print "EXAMPLE\n\n"; 
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print "\t# Summarize customer id DDOOI on 2 Jan 2003. (by port)\n"; 

print "\t port 2003-01-02 DDOOJ\n\n"; 

print "\t# Summarize customer id DDOOI on the current date. (by poti)\n"; 

print "\t port now DDOOl\n\n"; 

print "\t# Summarize all customer on the current date. (by po1i)\n"; 

print "\t port now all\n\n"; 

exit(O); 

##### GET DA TE ##### 

if($date eq "now") 

$date = 'date +%d'; 

$month= 'date +%m'; 

$year ='date +%Y'; 

chomp $date; 

chomp $month; 

chomp $year; 

$date--; 

$date "$year-$month-$date"; 

#####GET TABLE PREFIX##### 

@element= split(/-/, $date); 

$prefix = "port$element[ 0]$clement[ 1] "; 
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##### CONNECT TO DAT ABASE ##### 

$host "203.146.248.242"; 

$database "Thesis"; 

$user "kookae"; 

$password "kaeadmin"; 

$1 1; 

my $db Mysql->Connect($host, $database, $user, $password) or die "Cannot connect: 

$Mysql: :db_errstr\n"; 

##### GET CUSTOMER ID LIST ##### 

if ($customer eq "all") 

$check= $db->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer"); 

else 

$check $db->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer WHERE 

CustomcrID='$customer'"); 
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#####SUMMARY IF CUSTOMER TABLE EXISTS##### 

while (@line $check->FetehRow()) 

$sumtable = "$prefix$line[O]"; 

$action= $db->Query("CREATE TABLE $sumtable (CIP varehar(l 5), CPort varehar(5), IO 

char( I), Protocol varchar(5), Byte bigint( I 0), Date varehar( 19))"); 

$query $db->Query("SELECT CIP, CPort, IO, Protocol, SUM(Byte), End FROM $line[O] 

WHERE End>= '$date 00:00:00' AND End<= '$date 23:59:59' GROUP BY CIP, CPort, IO, 

Protocol"); 

while (@row= $query->FetchRow()) 

@element split(//, $row[5]); 

$date= "$element[O]"; 

$action= $db->Query("INSERT INTO $sumtable VALUES ('$row[O]', '$row[!]', '$row[2]', 

'$row[3 ]', '$row[ 4 ]', '$date')"); 
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SOURCE CODE: GRAPHBYTE SCRIPT 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

############################################################# 

#FILENAME : graphbyte # 

#JOB : Generate port aggregation graph (Bar Graph)# 

#LAST UPDATE: 13 September 2003 # 

############################################################# 

##### CALL LIBRARY ##### 

use Mysql; 

use FileHandle; 

use File::Basename; 

use strict; 

use GD::Graph::lines; 

#####GLOBAL VARIABLE##### 

my $date $ARGV[O]; 

my $customer $ARGV[I ]; 

my $type ="Daily"; 

my $host "203.146.248.242"; 

my $database "Thesis"; 

my $user "kookae"; 

my $password "kaeadmin"; 
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$storage = "/var/www/html/graph/byte"; 

my $check 

my $select 

my $index 

my $title 

my $table 

- '"'· - ' 

Ill!. 

""· 

- ""· - ' 

""· 
' 

my $filename='"'; 

my $incoming '"'; 

my $outgoing=""; 

my $loop 

my @line 

my @info 

- ""· - , 

(); 

= (); 

my @inbound = (); 

my @outbound (); 

##### CHECK SYNTAX ##### 

if($customer eq "") 

print "\nUSAGE: graphbyte <date> <customeridjall>\n\n"; 

print "EXAMPLE\n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate byte transfer graph for customer id DDOOl on February 2003"; 

print "\t graphbyte 2003-01 DDOOl\n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate byte transfer graph for all customer on February 2003\n"; 

print "\t graphbytc 2003-01 all\n\n"; 

exit(O); 
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#####CHECK FOR DAILY OR MONTHLY FORMAT##### 

my @element split(/-/, $date); 

if ($element[2] eq "") { $type= "Monthly"; } 

##### DEFINE VARIABLE FOR EACH PARAMETER##### 

my $year $element[O]; 

my $month ""; 

if ($element[!] eq "01 ") {$month= "January"; $loop 31; } 

elsif ($element[1] eq "02") { $month= "February"; $loop= 29; } 

elsif($element[1] eq "03") {$month= "March"; 

elsif ($element[!] eq "04") {$month= "April"; 

elsif($element[I] eq "05") {$month= "May"; 

els if ($element[!] eq "06") {$month= "June"; 

$loop= 31;} 

$loop= 30; } 

$loop= 31; } 

$loop 30; } 

els if ($element[1] eq "07'') { $month= "July"; $loop= 31; } 

clsif ($element[!] eq "08") { $month "August"; $loop 31; } 

elsif($element[I] eq "09") { $month "September"; $loop 30; } 

clsif ($element[]] eq "1 O") { $month= "October"; $loop= 31; } 

elsif($element[l] eq "11 ") { $month "November"; $loop 30; } 

clsif ($element[ I] eq "12") {$month= "December"; $loop= 31;} 

my $day = $element[2]; 
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#####ASSIGN TABLE PREFIX##### 

my $prefix "port$element[O]$element[l ]"; 

#####CONNECT TO DAT ABASE ##### 

my $database = Mysql->Conneet($host, $database, $user, $password) or die "Cannot connect : 

$Mysql::db _errstr\n"; 

#####GET CUSTOMER ID LIST##### 

if($customer eq "all") 

$cheek= $database->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer"); 

else 

$check= $database->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer WHERE 

CustomerID='$customer'"); 

#####CHANGE TO WORKING DIRECTORY##### 

chdir $storage; 

##### GENERA TE GRAPH FOR EACH CUSTOMER ##### 

while (@line= $check->FetchRow()) 

$incoming= O; 
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$outgoing O; 

@info (); 

@inbound = (); 

@outbound = (); 

$title "Byte Transfer Graph : $1ine[O]"; 

if ($type eq "Daily") { $filename = "$year$element[l ]$day-byte-$line[O].jpg"; } 

else { $filename "$year$element[l ]-byte-$1ine[O].jpg"; } 

for ($index I; $index<= $loop; $index++) 

if ($index== 1) { $day= "01 "; } 

elsif ($index== 2) {$day= "02"; } 

elsif($index == 3) {$day= "03"; } 

els if ($index== 4) { $day= "04"; } 

elsif($index == 5) { $day "05"; } 

elsif ($index 6) { $day "06"; } 

elsif($index == 7) {$day= "07''; } 

elsif ($index 8) {$day= "08"; } 

elsif ($index 9) {$day "09"; } 

else { $day $index; } 

$info[$index-1] $index; 

$table "$prefix$1ine[O]"; 

$select $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE IO='i' AND 

Date='$year-$element[ I ]-$day'"); 

my @value= $select->FetchRow(); 

if ($value[O] eq "") { $value[O] O; } 

$inbound[$index-1] $value[O]; 

$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE IO='o' AND 

Date='$year-$element[ I ]-$day"'); 

my @value $select->FetchRow(); 
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if ($value[O] eq "") { $value[O] 0; } 

$outbound[$index-1] $value[O]; 

my @data =([@info], [@inbound], [@outbound]); 

my $graph new GD::Graph::lines; 

$graph->set( 

x label 

y_label 

title 

de I rs 

line width 

=>'Day of Month', 

=>'Bytes Transfer (Bytes)', 

=>$title, 

=> [ qw(lblue !green) ], 

=> 2, 

x __ labels_ vertical => 1, 

bgclr => '#eeeeff, 

) or warn $graph->error; 

$graph->set_legend('Inbound', 'Outbound' ); 

$graph->plot(\@data) or die $graph->error; 

open(GRAPH,">$filename") II die "Cannot open $filename: $!\n"; 

print GRAPH $graph->gd->jpeg( 100); 
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SOURCE CODE: GRPAHPORT SCRIPT 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

############################################################# 

# FILENAME : graphport # 

#JOB : Generate port aggregation graph (Bar Graph)# 

II LAST UPDATE : 13 September 2003 II 

############################################################# 

#####CALL LIBRARY##### 

USC Mysql; 

use FileHandle; 

use File::Bascname; 

use strict; 

usc GD::Graph::bars; 

##### GLOBAL VARIABLE ##### 

my $date = $ARGV[O]; 

my $customer $ARGV[1 ]; 

my $type "Daily"; 

my $host = "203.146.248.242"; 

my $database= "Thesis"; 

my $user = "kookae"; 

my $password= "kaeadmin"; 
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my $storage = "/var/www/html/graph/poti"; 

my $check 

my $select 

my $index 

my $title 

my $table 

""· , 

= '"'· , 

-= ""· 
' 

""· , 

""· 

my $filename=""; 

my $incoming='"'; 

my $outgoing=""; 

my @line = (); 

my @service (); 

my @info = (); 

my @inbound = 0; 

my @outbound= (); 

##### CHECK SYNTAX ##### 

if($customer eq "") 

print "\nUSAGE: graphport <date> <customeridlall>\n\n"; 

print "EXAMPLE\n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate port aggregation graph for customer id DDOOI on 2 February 2003.\n"; 

print "\t graphport 2003-01-02 DDOOl \n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate port aggregation graph for customer id DDOOl on February 2003"; 

print "\t graphport 2003-01 DDOOl\n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate port aggregation graph for all customer on 2 February 2003\n"; 

print "\t graphport 2003-01-02 all\n\n"; 

exit(()); 
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#####CHECK FOR DAILY OR MONTHLY FORMAT##### 

my @clement= split(/-/, $date); 

if($element[2] eq "") { $type "Monthly"; } 

#####DEFINE VARIABLE FOR EACH PARAMETER##### 

my $year = $element[O]; 

my $month ""; 

if ($element[!] eq "01 ") { $month= "January";} 

els if ($element[!] eq "02") { $month "February";} 

clsif ($element[!] eq "03") { $month= "March";} 

clsif($clement[I] eq "04") {$month= "April";} 

clsif($element[l] eq "05") {$month "May";} 

elsif($elernent[l] eq "06") {$month= "June";} 

elsif ($element[!] eq "07'') { $month "July";} 

els if ($element[!] eq "08") {$month= "August";f 

clsif ($element[ I] eq "09") { $month "September";} 

elsif ($elcment[1] eq "JO") {$month= "October";} 

elsif ($clement[ I] eq "11 ") {$month= "November";} 

elsif($element[I] eq "12") {$month "December";} 

my $day = $elcrnent[2]; 

#####ASSIGN TABLE PREFIX##### 

my $prefix "port$element[O)$element[l ]"; 
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#####CONNECT TO DATABASE##### 

my $database Mysql->Connect($host, $database, $user, $password) or die "Cannot connect : 

$Mysql: :db_ errstr\n"; 

##### GET CUSTOMER ID LIST ##### 

if ($customer eq "all") 

$check $database->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer"); 

else 

$check $database->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer WHERE 

CustomerID,,,,'$customer'"); 

#####CHANGE TO WORKING DIRECTORY##### 

chdir $storage; 

#####GENERA TE GRAPH FOR EACH CUSTOMER##### 

while (@line= $check->FetchRow()) 

$index = O; 

@info (); 

@inbound (); 

@outbound = (); 

$title "Port Aggregation Graph : $1ine[O]"; 
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if($type eq "Daily") {$filename "$year$element[l]$day-port-$1ine[O].jpg"; } 

else ~ $filename "$year$element[l ]-po1t-$1ine[O].jpg"; } 

my $portinfo $database->Query("SELECT Port, Name FROM Service ORDER BY Port"); 

while (@service= $portinfo->FetchRow()) 

$info[$index] $service[O]; 

$table "$prefix$line[O] "; 

if ($type eq "Monthly") 

$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE CPort='$service[O]' 

AND IO='i' AND Date>='$year-$element[I ]-01' AND Date<='$year-$month-3 l "'); 

else 

$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE CPort='$service[O]' 

AND IO='i' AND Date='$year-$element[l]-$day"'); 

my @value = $select->FetchRow(); 

if($value[O] eq "") { $value[O] O; } 

$incoming+= $value[O]; 

$inbound[$index] = $value[O]; 

if ($type eq "Monthly") 

$select $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE CPort='$scrvice[O]' 

AND IO='o' AND Date>='$year-$element[ I ]-01' AND Date<='$year-$month-31 "'); 

else 
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$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE CPort='$service[O]' 

AND JO='o' AND Date='$ycar-$element[l]-$day'"); 

my @value $sclect->FctchRow(); 

if ($valuc[O] cq "") { $valuc[O] O; } 

$outgoing+= $value[O]; 

$outbound[$index] $value[O]; 

$index++; 

$info[$index] ="Others"; 

if ($type eq "Monthly") 

$select= $databasc->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE IO='i' AND 

Date>='$year-$element[1 ]-0 I' AND Date<='$year-$month-31 "'); 

else 

$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE IO='i' AND 

Date='$year-$element[ I ]-$day"'); 

my @value= $select->FetchRow(); 

if ($value[O] eq "") { $value[O] O; } 

$inbound[$index] = $value[O]-$incoming; 

if ($type eq "Monthly") 

$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE IO='o' AND 

Date>='$year-$element[l ]-0 I' AND Date<='$year-$month-3 I"'); 

else 
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$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE IO='o' AND 

Date='$year-$element[ I ]-$day"'); 

my @value= $select->FetchRow(); 

if ($value[O] eq '"') {$value[ OJ O; } 

$outbound[$index] $value[ 0]-$outgoing; 

my @data =([@info], [@inbound], [@outbound]); 

my $graph= new GD::Graph::bars; 

$graph->set( 

x label ==>'Port Number', 

y _label => 'Bytes Transfer (Bytes)', 

title => $title, 

dclrs => [ qw(Iblue !green)], 

bar width => 10, 

bar_ spacing => 2, 

long_ ticks => 0, 

show_ values I, 

x _labels_ vertical => I, 

bgclr => '#eeeeff', 

) or warn $graph->error; 

$graph->set_legend('Inbound', 'Outbound'); 

$graph->plot(\@data) or die $graph->error; 

opcn(GRAPH,">$filename") II die "Cannot open $filename: $!\n"; 

print GRAPH $graph->gd->jpeg( 100); 

$incoming O; 

$outgoing = O; 
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St. Gabriel's Library, Au 

SOURCE CODE: GRPAHPORTPIE SCRIPT 

#!/usr/bin/perl 

############################################################# 

#FILENAME : graphportpie # 

#JOB : Generate port aggregation graph (Pie Graph )# 

# LAST UPDATE : 14 September 2003 # 

############################################################# 

#####CALL LIBRARY##### 

USC Mysql; 

usc FileHandle; 

use File::Basename; 

use strict; 

use GD::Graph::pie; 

##### GLOBAL VARIABLE ##### 

my $date = $ARGV[O]; 

my $customer $ARGV[l]; 

my $type ="Daily"; 

my $host = "203.146.248.242"; 

my $database "Thesis"; 

my $user = "kookae"; 

my $password "kaeadmin"; 

my $storage = "/var/www/html/graph/port"; 
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my $check 

my $select 

my $index 

my $title 

my $table 

:=: ""· , 

""· 
' 

:::::::: ""· 

''"· 
' 

= ""· 
' 

' 

my $filename ""; 

my $total 

my@line 

"''· ' 
=(); 

my @service (); 

my@info (); 

my @traffic = (); 

##### CHECK SYNTAX ##### 

if($customereq "") 

print "\nUSAGE : graphportpie <date> <customeridlall>\n\n"; 

print "EXAMPLE\n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate port aggregation graph for customer id DDOOl on 2 February 2003.\n"; 

print "\t graphportpie 2003-01-02 DDOOl \n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate port aggregation graph for customer id DDOOl on February 2003"; 

print "\t graphportpie 2003-01 DDOOl\n\n"; 

print "\t# Generate port aggregation graph for all customer on 2 February 2003\n"; 

print "\t graphportpie 2003-01-02 all\n\n"; 

exit(O); 
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#####CHECK FOR DAILY OR MONTHLY FORMAT##### 

my @element split(/-/, $date); 

if($element[2] eq "") { $type "Monthly"; } 

#####DEFINE VARIABLE FOR EACH PARAMETER##### 

my $year = $element[O]; 

my $month=""; 

if ($element[}] eq "01 ") { $month= "January";} 

elsif ($element[1] eq "02") { $month= "February";} 

elsif($element[I] eq "03") {$month= "March";} 

elsif($element[1] eq "04") {$month= "April";} 

elsif($element[I] eq "05") {$month= "May";} 

elsif ($element[!] eq "06") { $month= "June";} 

clsif($element[l] eq "07'') {$month "July";} 

elsif ($element[l] eq "08") {$month= "August";} 

elsif($element[l] eq "09") {$month "September";} 

elsif ($element[!] eq "1 O") { $month "October";} 

elsif($element[l] eq "11") {$month "November";} 

clsif ($elcment[l] eq "12") {$month "December";} 

my $day $element[2]; 

#####ASSIGN TABLE PREFIX##### 

my $prefix "port$element[O]$clement[1 ]"; 
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##### CONNECT TO DAT ABASE ##### 

my $database= Mysql->Connect($host, $database, $user, $password) or die "Cannot connect: 

$My sq I: :db_ crrstr\n"; 

##### GET CUSTOMER ID LIST ##### 

if ($customer eq "all") 

$check= $database->Query("SELECT CustomerID FROM Customer"); 

else 

$check $database->Query("SELECT CustomcrID FROM Customer WHERE 

CustomerID='$customer'''); 

#####CHANGE TO WORKING DIRECTORY##### 

chdir $storage; 

#####GENERA TE GRAPH FOR EACH CUSTOMER##### 

while (@line $check->FetchRow()) 

$index O; 

@info (); 

@traffic = (); 

$title "Port Aggregation Graph : $1ine[O]"; 

if ($type eq "Daily") { $filename= "$year$element[I ]$day-portpie-$1ine[O].jpg"; } 
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else { $filename= "$year$element[I ]-portpie-$line[O].jpg"; f 

my $portinfo $database->Query("SELECT Port, Name FROM Service ORDER BY Port"); 

while (@service $portinfo->FetchRow()) 

$info[$index] = $service[O]; 

$table= "$prefix$Jine[O]"; 

if ($type eq "Monthly") 

$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE CPort='$service[O]' 

AND Date>='$year-$element[l ]-01' AND Date<='$year-$month-31 '"); 

else 

$select $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE CPort='$service[O]' 

AND Date='$year-$element[ 1 ]-$day"'); 

my @value = $select->FetchRow(); 

if {$value[O] eq '"') { $value[O] = O; } 

$total += $value[O]; 

$traffic[$index] = $value[O]; 

$index++; 

$info[$index] ="Others"; 

if ($type eq "Monthly") 

$select $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE Date>='$year

$elcment[ 1 )-01' AND Date<='$year-$month-31 "'); 

else 
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$select= $database->Query("SELECT SUM(Byte) FROM $table WHERE Date='$year

$element[ 1 ]-$day'"); 

my @value $select->FetchRow(); 

if ($value[O] eq "") { $value[O] = O; } 

$traffic[$index] $value[O]-$total; 

my @data =([@info], [@traffic]); 

my $graph= new GD::Graph::pie(275, 275); 

$graph->sct( 

label =>'Bytes Transfer', 

=>$title, title 

dclrs => [ qw(Jblue !green Ired lyellow cyan )orange !purple gold gray pink marine !brown)], 

start_ angle => 90, 

suppress_angle => 5, 

'3d' => 1, 

bgclr => '#eeeeff, 

) or warn $graph->error; 

$graph->plot(\@data) or die $graph->error; 

opcn(GRAPH,">$filename") II die "Cannot open $filename: $!\n"; 

print GRAPH $graph->gd->jpeg( 100); 

$total= O; 
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DATA DICTIONARY OF DATABASE 

Table Name: Customer 

+---------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+---------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

CustomerID varchar(5) No NULL 
CustomerName varchar(255) I YES NULL 
Address varchar ( 255) I YES NULL 
ContactPerson varchar ( 255) I YES NULL 
EngineerName varchar(255) I YES NULL 
IPDetails varchar ( 255) I YES NULL 
ServicesType varchar(255) I YES NULL 

+---------------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

Table Name: Connection 

+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
i Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

CustomerIDI varchar(5) No NULL 
EqIP I varchar(15) YES NULL 
PortNo I varchar(lO) YES NULL 
Intindex I char(3) YES NULL 

+-----------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

Table Name: Ratio 

+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Type · I varchar ( 25) YES I I NULL I 
I Byte I bigint(lO) I YES I I NULL I 
I Baht I int(5) I YES I I NULL I 
+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

Table Name: Services 

+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Port I int(5) I YES I NULL 
I Name I varchar ( 15) I YES I NULL 
+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
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Table Name: DDOOl(CustomerlD) 

+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

CIP varchar(15) YES NULL 
CPort varchar(S) YES NULL 
NIP varchar(15) YES NULL 
NPort varchar(S) YES NULL 
IO char(l) YES NULL 
Protocol I varchar(S) YES NULL 
Byte I bigint (10) YES NULL 
End I varchar(19) YES NULL 
Duration\ varchar(4) YES NULL 

+---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

This table will created after running Filter Script. The Filter script will translate raw data 

into readable format; separate data of traffic flow into data of each customer, and keep all 

of data into database. This Table will create automatically to keep data of each customer 

after separated. Table Name will be named base on ID of each customer. 
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Table Name: 200309DDOOl(YY:MM:CustomerID) 

+---------+------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+---------+------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

CIP varchar(l5) I YES NULL 
CPort varchar ( 5) I YES NULL 
NIP varchar ( 15) I YES NULL 
IO char(l) I YES NULL 
Protocol I varchar ( 5) I YES NULL 
Byte I bigint ( 10) I YES NULL 
Date I varchar(19)1 YES NULL 

+---------+------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

This table will created after running Summary Script at the end of day. The Summary 

script will summary traffic flow data usage of each customer in each day and keep all of 

data into database. This Table will create automatically to keep summary data of each 

customer in each day. Table Name will be named base on Year: Date: CustomerID. 
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Table Name: Port200309DDOOl(Port:YY:MM:CustomerID) 

+---------+------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 
+---------+------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

CIP varchar(l5)1 YES NULL 
CPort varchar ( 5) I YES NULL 
IO char ( 1) I YES NULL 
Protocol I varchar ( 5) I YES NULL 
Byte I bigint (10) I YES NULL 
Date I varchar ( 19) I YES NULL 

+---------+------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ 

This table will created after running Port Script at the end of day. The Port script will 

summary base on the same service port usage of each customer in each day and keep all 

of data into database. This Table will create automatically to keep summary services port 

usage of each customer in each day. Table Name will be named base on Port: Year: 

Month: CustomerID. 

St. Gabriel's Library, Au 
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